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Speaking Topics

The Power of a Beautiful Mind
Learn what is mental toughness and the power of a beauty mind.  
Gain new insights of how to maintain your inner strength and self 
confidence in times of unexpected challenges and changes.

       

    

       

Leading Allies with the 5 natural elements
In her authentic and inspirational talks, Arsenia reveals 
you the secrets of her multidimensional Tombo 
leadership Tool. You will walk away:

Bio
Founder of a tribe called Tombo. She’s a global citizen and a 
catalyst of tribes. Within a fastly evolving work environment, she 
challenges and helps individuals and organisations generate 
deep conversations without taboos, with the objective to create 
sustainable, emotionally intelligent leadership. 

As seen in:

‘A la carte’ suggestions

1 hour workshop 
A compact and inspiring 

course in leadership 
development

Keynote address 
A popular request, an 

inspirational and meaningful 
opening or closing keynote 

Half day seminar 
An introduction to 

Sustainable and Leadership 
development Society 

Full day seminar
Custom consultation on 

well being on 
the workfloor / upcoming 

leadership and social impacts

● Expanding your knowledge with a new multidimensional 
leadership model

● Inspired about what martial arts brings in Leadership 
and in your daily life

● Equipped with a strong awareness and new skills to lead 
from a deeper place as never before

● Increasing your emotional intelligence
● Bursting your inner strength and creativity
● Understanding what's the essence of a real Agile leader

Arsenia models her deep resilience and strength, as an inspiration to so 
many. 12+ years executive coaching and management experience 
17+ years high ranked female martial art athlete, 50+ projects, Worldwide 
clients, work in 4 languages: EN, NL, FR & ES, Leader of the Belgian 
Co-Active Community for Co-Active Coaches and Diversity and Expertise 
as a council member of The Coaching Fellowship.

Zoom:https://zoom.us/j/2476247157 

Personal site

Daring conversations every day    
Learn the mechanisms that prevents you to get to your real 
Success. Benefit of different skills to dare more and be at ease 
having courageous conversations without feeling unpleasant 
and/or taking it personally. 

A DEI Programme to fight bias
Learn to change and create a common vocabulary, get clarity 
about what it means for us through specific examples and or 
own experiences of bias, and debate research based 
recommendations to move into specific actions. 
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